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The Open Apparel
Registry (OAR) is a
free, open data tool
mapping garment
facilities worldwide
and assigning a unique
ID number to each.



Disparate data sets
in closed or difficult
to access formats 

Variations in name &
address data

Lack of understanding
of potential partners

or system-wide trends

Challenges our industry faces



Creates one
common registry of
facility names and
addresses and an
industry standard

facility ID 

Eliminates issues
with matching

across multiple,
inconsistent
databases

Enables in-facility
collaboration

between
organizations

What does the OAR do?



The Numbers

88,000+ Facilities Listed

465+ Contributing
Organizations

133 Countries w/ Facility
Data on the OAR



Who's using the Open Apparel Registry ?

Better Work
Business and Human Rights
Resource Centre
Clean Clothes Campaign
International Accord on Fire and
Building Safety
Mapped in Bangladesh
Solidaridad
WageIndicator
WikiRate
Worker Rights Consortium

Fair Factories Clearinghouse
Fair Trade Foundation
German Partnership for
SustainableTextiles
Higg
OEKO-TEX
Social  and Labor Convergence
Progam
Textile Exchange
Zero Discharge of Hazardous
Chemicals (ZDHC)

CIVIL  SOCIETY MSIS  & SERVICE PROVIDERS

Arvind Limited
Delta Galil
Elevate Textiles
LAMPO
Pou Chen Group
Tal Apparel

adidas
C&A
Clarks
ESPRIT
Gap
H&M
Target
Zalando

FACIL IT IESBRANDS & RETAILERS



For Contributors: any organization adding data to the tool

Map of global
facilities

Uploaded data points
displayed on facility
profiles

Click through to data
contributor profiles

All data is open
licensed

Facility lists uploaded
directly by
contributing
organizations

Apparel, footwear and
home textile
suppliers upload the
names and addresses
of their facilities

OAR Team regularly
adds publicly
available facility lists

How does the Open Apparel Registry work?

DATA SOURCES DATA UPLOADED
MATCHING ALGORITHM

AND GEOLOCATION

Facility name and
address  

# of workers
Product type
Parent company
Processing type
Facility type

Required:

Optional:

OAR processes data
using a statistical
model to identify which
facilities already exist
in the tool 

Existing facilities and
OAR IDs returned to
Contributors as a
match

New entries created
and allocated their own
OAR ID

DATA PUBLISHED

https://www.azavea.com/blog/2019/08/30/using-the-dedupe-machine-learning-library-for-cleaning-and-matching-data/


Each unique facility in the
OAR is allocated an ID
number 

The OAR ID does not
replace any existing ID
schemes

It serves as a central source
of truth alongside name and
address data

A unique ID number
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COUNTRY ID ORIGIN DATE GEN.  ID CHECK ID



The Open Apparel
Registry (OAR) is a
systematized registry
which assigns a 
unique ID number 
to each facility

The Open Apparel Registry lists

The OAR does not list

Facility name and address 
Unique facility OAR ID number
GPS coordinates
The contributing source(s) of the facility name and
address 
Facility name aliases and other address entries
Additional data points: number of workers, parent
company, type of product, type of facility/processing
Optional facility information including MOQs, lead times
and contact info through “Claim a Facility"

Audit history or scores
Tier or traceability
Raw material facilities or farms



Why use the OAR? 



Publish/share
supply chain
data 

Publish data about
apparel facilities in an
open, collaborative tool
that can simultaneously
clean your data. 



Collaboration

Find organizations
connected to specific
facilities, identifying new
opportunities for
collaboration.



Interoperability

Obtain OAR IDs for the
facility(ies) you work with
to easily share data about
that facility with others.



Powerful
Searching

Learn about specific
facilities, regions, brand
suppliers and more by
searching the world's
largest open database of
apparel facilities. 



The OAR's Structure + Business Model

Multi-stakeholder
Board

501(c)3-pending
status in the US

Open data, open
source code

Neutral public good Funding Streams

Philanthropic
Funding

Premium
Features



Demo



How can better 
- and OPEN - 

data help?



Internal
Collaboration

Direct
Collaboration

Ecosystem
Collaboration

What does open data enable?



Internal 
Collaboration



CASE STUDY

With origins dating back to 1862,
Mammut is an outdoor apparel and
equipment company with
headquarters in Switzerland. 

M A M M U T



CASE STUDY

Mammut is a member of numerous multi-stakeholder initiatives (MSIs) in the apparel sector, tackling both
social and environmental issues in the supply chain. Each of these MSIs work with their own ID systems,
which makes matching facilities across different platforms difficult.

The unique OAR IDs allocated to each facility in the database help Mammut overcome precisely this
challenge. Using the OAR IDs that have been allocated to its facilities, Mammut plans to begin working on
analysis and visualisations, matching facilities across multiple systems, resulting in an even clearer picture
of its supply chain.

The OAR has helped Mammut become much more efficient in managing its supply chain. Mammut is
beginning the significant task of lowering its supply chain GHG emissions, which means that it must work
closely with its facilities and other brands to improve energy efficiency and switch to renewable energy
supplies. The OAR enables the Mammut to collaborate more effectively with its suppliers and other
brands producing at the same facilities. 

M A M M U T ' S  O A R  S T O R Y



CASE STUDY

M A M M U T

“Mammut actively motivates all
organisations it works with to use OAR

IDs as the primary identifier in their
tools and systems.”



Direct 
Collaboration



WWF is the world’s largest
conservation NGO whose
mission is to stop the
degradation of the earth’s
natural environment and to
build a future in which humans
live in harmony with nature.

CASE STUDY

WWF



CASE STUDY

WWF’s water stewardship team often partners with large brands, and works in select areas such as
the Mekong Delta, Shanghai, and parts of Pakistan, India and Turkey. In these areas, where there is an
aligned interest in biodiversity and apparel processing, it is beneficial for WWF to strategically target
companies with a supplier presence in these basins rather than simply leaving it to chance.

WWF FINDS THE RIGHT PARTNERS

WWF needed a way to understand which brands were connected to facilities in the regions in
which it most wanted to accelerate its conservation work. 

WWF now uses the OAR to match apparel facilities with key conservation regions, and supplements
this data with tools like the Water Risk Filter, to proactively target brands and their suppliers in those
regions. 



CASE STUDY

Data in the OAR enables WWF to efficiently find and
form transformational partnerships with the brands it

most needs to reach in order to deliver effective
conservation of the world’s biodiversity.

WWF



Ecosystem 
Collaboration



Housed in the Cornell University
School of Industrial and Labor
Relations, the New Conversations
Project (NCP) is dedicated to
independent research and action
that measurably improves labor
conditions in global supply chains.

CASE STUDY

NEW CONVERSATIONS
PROJECT



CASE STUDY

The team at the New Conversations Project was interested in the reach of apparel brands' circular economy and sustainability strategies for a new
paper on the post-COVID future of the apparel industry. They were especially looking to understand whether these strategies were inclusive of
workers and suppliers, and what impacts were being considered in relation to these stakeholders. They knew from past field work that flooding and
extreme heat from climate breakdown were disrupting production and livelihoods in apparel hubs like Guangzhou, Dhaka and Ho Chi Minh City. For
this new paper, they needed to be able to plot apparel production against sea-level and heat projections in these places.

The OAR provided a unique data-set for this work: an open data platform that anyone can access that is also wide and deep enough to cover
all of the locations in their research, and with thousands of data points in those regions.

The analysis overlaid OAR data on sea-level projections from Climate Central for a new look at how flooding threatens production, new investments
and countless jobs in the fashion industry’s production center hot spots. The resulting maps showed gripping results piquing the interest of
mainstream media.

The alternative to using OAR data—building a factory location data set of their own—was unthinkable, due to the time, money, and data access it
would require.

OAR DATA USED TO MAP WHICH APPAREL
FACILITIES WILL BE UNDERWATER IN 2030



CASE STUDY

The OAR provided a unique
data-set for this work: an open
data platform that anyone can

access that is also wide and
deep enough to cover all of the
locations in their research, and

with thousands of data points in
those regions.



What's coming next



complex and opaque
Supply chains are



Modern 
Slavery

16 million people  are
exploited as forced labor
in private sector supply
chains, without means of
remediation.

Eight global supply chains
account for over 50% of
annual greenhouse gas
emissions . 

Commercial agriculture -
providing raw materials for
global clothing, furniture
and packaging - is
responsible for over 70% of
forest destruction   in
tropical and subtropical
countries.

Lack of visibility is harmful
DeforestationGHG Emissions

and
Climate Change

https://www.ilo.org/global/topics/forced-labour/lang--en/index.htm
https://www.bcg.com/en-gb/publications/2021/fighting-climate-change-with-supply-chain-decarbonization
https://www.forest-trends.org/topics/forests/


Without quality supply chain data,
these issues can't be addressed

Facility name and
address data is not
standardized within
or across the retail
industries

Data is riddled with errors 
and duplications

Data is not open or
easily accessible to
all parties /
stakeholders

Collaboration and data
sharing is difficult, despite
being needed more than
ever to solve intractable
problems

There is no one
universal ID for
facilities that is free 
and open to all

Seamless data exchange
between systems isn’t
possible without a unique,
open ID. Current ID schemas
(GLN, GLEIF, D-U-N-S) are
proprietary, fee-based 

Silos prevent 
 comprehensive
supply chain
mapping

The retail sector doesn’t
operate in silos.
Multicategory retailers and
service providers need a
cross sector approach



The key is high quality, open
supply chain data.

 

To address global shared issues like 
climate change and human trafficking, 

we need collaboration.



Introducing 
Open Supply Hub
Brought to you by the team behind Open Apparel Registry



Open Supply Hub (OS Hub) will be an accessible,
neutral, collaborative supply-chain mapping tool
populated and used by stakeholders across the sector. 

OS Hub is brought to you by the team behind the OAR,
with a track record of bringing an unprecedented level of
openness and standardization to apparel facility data.
Now, the OAR is expanding to progress sustainability
and human rights agendas. 

Committed OAR users and potential OS Hub users range
from industry executives  seeking collaborators on
improvement initiatives, to civil society organizations 
campaigning for improved conditions for workers and
academic researchers  analyzing future risk to the
industry from rising sea levels. Read stories  of the
OAR’s impact to date.

88,000+
Factories mapped

1,700
Monthly active users

465+
Data contributors

133
Countries covered

In three years, the OAR has
already achieved:

https://info.openapparel.org/stories-resources/armedangels-case-study
https://info.openapparel.org/stories-resources/clean-clothes-campaign-case-study
https://info.openapparel.org/stories-resources/new-conversations-project-case-study
https://info.openapparel.org/stories-resources
https://info.openapparel.org/stories-resources


Open Supply Hub

Database
Statistical Model
OS Hub Managers and Support
Third party data integrations

A user-friendly, managed database tool with
neutral governance structure.

OS Hub will include:



How will Open Supply Hub work?
Organizations from across industry can contribute data to the tool

DATA SOURCE DATA UPLOADED
MATCHING

ALGORITHM  +
GEOLOCATION

DATA PUBLISHED

Supplier lists
uploaded directly
by contributing
organizations

Suppliers upload
the names and
addresses of their
facilities

OS Hub Team
regularly adds
publicly available
facility lists 

Type of Facility
Type of
Processing
Parent
Company
Number of
Workers
Type of
Product

Facility name,
address and sector
are obligatory

Additional data
points include:

OS Hub processes
data using a
statistical model to
identify which
facilities already
exist in the tool

Existing facilities
and OS IDs
returned to
Contributors as a
match

New entries
created and
allocated their own
OS ID

Map of global
facilities

Facility profiles
display name,
address, GPS
coordinates, data
source(s), OS ID
and additional
contributed data
points

All data is open
licensed



1.
The technology, governance
and stakeholder model
already exist and were built
for replication and scale

—  The open OAR model has proven
results and impact with its
technology, model and team
— A singular focus on apparel is
preventing some users from
onboarding to the OAR, despite
expressed desire to use the tool

2.
Industry trusts the OAR
approach and is actively
seeking OS Hub

—   Key stakeholders including
retailers, service providers and civil
society encouraged the OAR to
consider expansion
— Established trust and neutrality
will ease introduction into additional
organizations and sectors

3.
OAR's position as a neutral
public good is unique and
fosters collaboration

-Alternative tools do not offer
guarantees of neutrality, focus on
open source principles nor position
themselves as a public good

Why now?
We’ve proved that an open data platform is the solution to this collective problem.
Expanding to Open Supply Hub is the natural next step.



OS Hub is entering an invitation-only Beta Phase and needs the support of stakeholders
from across sectors to provide various kinds of support. This will help to ensure that the
public launch of OS Hub in November 2022 puts forward a product and dataset that has
been thoroughly used and vetted by actual users. The OS Hub Beta Phase will be invite-
only and password-protected. 

Join us

Funders
Providing financial support for OS Hub

Beta Participants
Providing data to &/or feedback 

during the Beta Phase

Advocates
Helping to spread the word 

about OS Hub

OS Hub Supporters can be: 

All supporters have the opportunity to be listed as such on the OS Hub landing page. 



Advocates

Help our team to spread the word
about OS Hub. Activities could include
hosting webinars, promoting OS Hub
content through newsletters/social
media channels, and/or helping make
introductions to key organizations to
advance the mission of OS Hub. 

If you're interested in discussing this
opportunity further, please reach out
to our Stakeholder Engagement
Manager, listed on the final slide. 

June 28/29: Public Announcement
of up-coming Beta Phase
July 7: Launch of Beta Phase
November 2022: Public Launch

Sign up to be a Beta Participant and
share your data via this form. 

Beta Participants

What it entails: 
We are looking for participants from
across supply chains and sectors to
provide data, feedback, and/or 
 expertise for the Open Supply Hub
Invitation-Only Beta Phase and
upcoming public launch. 

Important Dates:

We are accepting new Beta
Participants on a rolling basis between
June and November 2022. 

How to get started:

Funders

Provide core funding to develop
and run the base OS Hub
infrastructure. 

If you're interested in discussing
this opportunity further, please
reach out to:
partnerships@openapparel.org

A little more detail...

https://form.typeform.com/to/D502Zco0


Otherwise...



Get involved

Help grow the 
Open Apparel Registry

Explore the tool
Contribute data
Sign up for OAR news
Follow us on social media:

Twitter @openapparelreg
LinkedIn: Open Apparel
Registry

openapparel.org
info.openapparel.org

https://openapparel.org/
https://info.openapparel.org/stories-resources/how-to-contribute-data-to-the-oar
https://info.openapparel.org/contactus
https://twitter.com/openapparelreg
http://linkedin.com/company/open-apparel-registry
http://openapparel.org/
http://info.openapparel.org/


Any questions?

Katie Shaw, Chief Programme
Officer
katie@openapparel.org

Hannah Lennett, Stakeholder
Engagement
hannah@openapparel.org

www.openapparel.org
www.info.openapparel.org

http://www.openapparel.org/
http://www.info.openapparel.org/


Appendix



The Myanmar Centre for Responsible
Business is an initiative to encourage
responsible business activities
throughout Myanmar. The Centre is a
joint initiative of the Institute for Human
Rights and Business (IHRB) and the
Danish Institute for Human Rights (DIHR).

CASE STUDY

MYANMAR CENTRE FOR
RESPONSIBLE
BUSINESS



CASE STUDY

MCRB AND LOCAL LABOR ORGANIZATIONS FIND BRANDS TO WHOM
THEY CAN REPORT FACTORY CONDITIONS

After the military takeover in Myanmar in February 2021 and the following crackdowns on demonstrations, many
trade union leaders in the garment sector went into hiding. However, factories continued to operate, and workers
were forced to turn to other supportive labor organizations to help them manage complaints about factory
conditions. Those labor organizations contacted the Myanmar Centre for Responsible Business to help with
contacting the brands sourcing from the factories in question. 

The OAR enabled MCRB to identify the brands sourcing from the facilities with whom labor organizations were
looking to raise complaints. 

MCRB was able to alert Sourcing Managers at affiliated brands to possible problems in their supplier factories. As
these brands were already concerned about the situation in Myanmar and conscious of the need for heightened
due diligence, MCRB was able to quickly connect them to labor organizations who could give them another pair of
eyes on factory conditions, and the wider situation on the ground for workers.



CASE STUDY

"Whenever problems in an industrial
zone or a factory are mentioned in

social media, we can turn to the OAR
to find out which brands’ suppliers

might be affected." 

MYANMAR CENTRE FOR
RESPONSIBLE  BUS INESS



CASE STUDY

STOP THE TRAFFIK is a non-profit
working to prevent human trafficking
globally through its intelligence-led
approach. It works to unite people
around the world by inspiring,
informing, equipping and mobilizing
communities to know what human
trafficking is, know how to identify it
and know how to respond
appropriately if they see it.

STOP THE TRAFFIK



CASE STUDY

STOP THE TRAFFIK 'S  OAR STORY

STOP THE TRAFFIK collects global exploitation data from a variety of sources
and overlays multiple datasets to conduct analysis to identify hotspots and
trends. Aspects of this work can be very manual, resource intensive and time
consuming. It is also challenging for the organization to identify relevant
sources and to transform information from unstructured into structured
format. The insights from the OAR's structured data are applied internally to
enhance the impact of STOP THE TRAFFIK, but also shared externally to assist
its global partners with their initiatives.



CASE STUDY

“The OAR has provided an additional,
structured data source that will increase our

ability to identify potential exploitation
hotspots and global partners.”

STOP THE TRAFF IK


